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Ahstruct-Our view is thatpeople(that is, programmersandgeneral
computer users) tend to work together in small groups, where information
Most interactionsoccur
and resources are shared freelywithinagroup.
. withinthegroup(calledacluster)-sending
messages, exchangingdata,
sharingaprinter.Communicationoutsidethecluster-sendingmail
to
someone in another group or using a large number cruncher-is comparativelyrare. Under this, hypothesis,it is advantageous to optimizeand
simplify interactions within the group. This paper describes our attempt to
design a cluster network based on a nonblocking crosspoint switch, which
we call ALAN ( a local urea net). ALAN clusters are star-connected-with
of thestar,andthe
intelligent workstationnodes (PC’s)atthepoints
ALAN switch at the center.
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THECLUSTER
CONCEPT

W

E call the set of computing resources owned by a
given group a cluster. A cluster might consist of, for
example, several workstations, a print server, a file server,
and one or more gateways (connecting the cluster to other
networks or mainframes). One would expect elements of
the cluster to be close to each other (for example, within
2000 ft).
This notion bears the same relation to general computer
networking as a local intercom service bears to the worldwide telephone network. Processes in a cluster communicate like people in an office communicate. To call someone
inside the office, one or two buttons are pushed; to call
outside the office, a person must first obtain an outside line
and then dial the standard 7 or 10 digit phone number.
Similarly, communication within a cluster uses a simple (1
byte) protocol, while communication beyond a cluster requires first connecting to a gateway, and then using a more
elaborate (mainframe or network) protocol. Servers and
shared devices in a cluster correspond to secretaries, clerks,
or librarians shared by the members of an intercom group.
Local interactions do not need the full power of the
telephone system; a simple point-to-point connection
suffices. See Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. ALAN’s star topology.

which processors communicate. See [1]-[3] for suiveys of
network protocols and architectures. Some protocol establishes how the shared medium is divided among the conversations: time-sliced,
token
ring,
CSMA,
frequency
multiplexed. The conversations consist of packets of information sent from one processor to another. Because the
medium is shared, source and destination information must
be included with each packet to avoid confusion. On top of
this packet-layer protocol, most networks implement a
virtual circuit switch. This layer gives the illusion of pointto-point conversations with no interfering packets.
In contrast, ALAN is a physical circuit switch. At the
beginning of a conversation the initiating process dials the
receiver. If the receiver is not busy, then a conversation is
established and a point-to-point connection is made. No
other processor can interfere until the conversation is ended.
Attempting to dial a processor involved in a conversation
results in a busy signal.
ALAN’s protocols are simpler than most other network’s
COMPARISON
TO OTHER
NETWORKS
protocols for two reasons. First, ALAN provides a circuitswitched environment that most other networks simulate
Most existing local area networks are packet switched. on top of packet switching. Second,communication within
That is, the network consists of a shared mediumover
the cluster does not require all the overhead of general
network comrhunication.
Manuscript received November 20, 1984; revised January 30,1985.
Most networks use hierarchical protocols; that is, each
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lower layer. Local area networks, in particular, are conventionally built on a packet-switched foundation, inwhich
each messagebetweenusers requires source, destination,
error detection, and sequencing information. Because
packets can arrive from many senders at the same receiver,
each computer attached to the networkmustbe able to
handle, many simultaneous conversations. On top of this
low level, additional protocols implement a virtual circuitswitched network, giving the illusion of point-to-point connection.
The ALAN switch provides a circuit-switched environment. This eliminates the need for those conventional
layers that implement packet-switching, or use packetswitching to implement circuit-switching. If some applications require packet-switching, this environment iseasily
implemented on ALAN by a series of very short communications.
Most networks require fully generalcommunication protocols. That is, the same conventions and protocols are
used whether cbmmunicating with a computer in the same
room,inthe
same building, or across the country. In
particular,-they require the full error detection, ACKs
(acknowledgments) and NACKs (negativeacknowledgments) required for TP lines even if the connection is a
short cable. In .the same way, fully general addresses are
used even if there are only a few computers on the network.
ALAN allows communication to be optimized withn a
cluster. Error detection is simple because all connections
are short. Addresses are simple because there are only 16
portson the switch.When communication outside, the
cluster is necessary, the gateways contain the information
and protocols required for more general communication.
As a result, most of the computers on the switchneed
allocate much fewer resources to service the ALAN network than would to service a token ring or broadcast
network.
DESIGNCONSIDERATIONS
The cluster concept, and our available manpower,
determined severalkeydesign
constraints. We neither
needed noraspired. to a worldwide network based on
ALAN, and so were able to exploit small address widths
and minimal addressing overhead.Since clusters are assumed to be physically local, we could assume a generally
error-free transmission medium. Therefore, error detection
and correction were not architected at each step and at
each layer of the protocol. We require the end-to-end
protocol to be correct, and provide mechanisms for it to
detect errors and initiate recovery. The lower levels would
assume that messages were transmitted correctly.
The small size of our group dictated that we could not
rewrite the PC operating system to convert it into a multiprocessing system. By livingwithin this constraint, we
found that even a single-thread operating system could be
used in a distributed environment by devoting an independent processor to protocol management. The underlying
serial operating system, together with ALAN’S “one-at-a-
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time” connection mechanism, forced us to simplify many
aspects of server implementation. Indeed, our prototype
print serverwasimplemented
in less than one personmonth.
We initially planned our systemwith
conventional
hierarchical protocols using full SDLC as the transmission
layer. Each connection in a conversation had its complement of error detection and acknowledgments to maintain
“reliability.” The error detection, it turned out, cleaned up
no e;rors and causedmany. In particular, lost ACKs
would cause otherwise good connections to be closed. Why
did we lose ACKs? Becauseeachstagewasrequired
to
ACK each message.Therefore,eachsender
had to immediately turn around and become a receiver and vice
versa. If the sender to receiver turn around time was even
close to the receiver to sender turn around time then errors
crept in and ACK’s were lost.
We began eliminating ‘‘ unnecessary” ACKs, reducing
the size of the protocol (figured in terms of the number of
states in a finite-state machine). At each step the system
became more reliable and the protocol became easier to
analyze (and to prove correct). We finally realized that no
intermediate ACKs were strictly necessary. .If the end-toend protocol gets all the data, then who cares what the
intermediate levels said? If the intermediate levels detect an
erroranditis
significant, then the end:to-endwill also
detectthaterror
through checksumming and sequence
numbers. The reason for intermediate ACKs is then not
correctness, but efficiency: if each level can repair an error
or if the cost of completing a bad transmission is too high,
then you want to detect that error as soon as possible. But
if your transmission medium is usuallyreliable and you do
not mind occasional retransmissions, then yousave the
considerable cost that the intermediate ACK’s incur.
The resulting protocol, described in the next section,
brings up some interesting issues in terms of specification
and verification. What are the safety properties of a system
that will tolerate some errors up to a point when no one
process provides a “complete” service (for example, establishing a connection and guaranteeing that the connection
exists)? What are the liveness properties of a system that
(for a while) permits cooperating process to hold conflicting views of the world state (for example, A thnks the link
is open and B thinks it is closed)? We are just coming to
grips with these issues.
AND IMPLEMENTATION
SPECIFICATION

A network conversation consists of six processors: the 2
PC 8088’s (application program), the 2 Protocol Card
8086’s, and the 2 Port 8749’s. We provide connection
establishment within the switch, connection establishment
and maintenance from Protocol Card to Protocol Card,
and connection establishment and messagepassing from
application to application.
We model the protocol machine within the Port as
having two states: neutral and connected. In the neutral
state, ,the processor polls for an open request from the
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attached PC or from the net. In the connected state, the
processor c c e a ~ e ~ d ron
~ pthe
~ ”PC‘s conversation, waiting
for a close command (see Fig. 2).
The protocol in the Protocol Card hasthree states:
closed, half-open, and open (see Fig. 3). In the clozed state
an open request from the application causes a open command to the Port and the state machine to become halfopen. Alternatively, an open request from the Port causes
the state machine tobecome open and an ACK to be sent.
In the half-open state, an ACKfromthenetcauses
the
state machine to become open; a timeout causes the state
machine to become closed, with a close command sent ,to
the port. In the open state, a close from either side causesa
close to be sent to the port and the state machine to return
to the closed state.
The protocol is slightly complicated to handle debugging
information and line failure during a conversation. But we
have found that our assumption of a highly reliable transmission medium is justified, and a minimal number of
ACKs can be used.
The lowestleveltransmissionprotocolismini-SDLC.
We use only the framing bits and zero bit insertion of the
SDLC chip. Each packet has a one byte header, specifying
either function and address (up to 32 ports) or just function. Since we use a physicalcircuitswitch,only
open
commands need to contain addresses.

ALAN PROTOTYPE
The ALAN switch is a nonblocking, 16 port, crowbar
switch. It therefore supports up to eight concurrent data
conversations. The conversations are space-multiplexed, in
that each port has a transmit line that all other ports can
receive. The receiving port selects which incoming line to
listen to. Connection establishment is alsospace-multiplexed.
The ALAN switch is housed in a PC expansion chassis
containing a power supply and eight Switch Cards, each of
which supports two independent Ports. Made of off-theshelf components, each Port contains a serializer/deserializer and a dedicated microprocessor to control connection
establishment.
Each workstation (PC or PC-XT) attached to the switch
contains a Protocol Card connected by cable to a unique
Port in the switch. Communication betweenthe PC and the
Protocol Card is serial through 1/0 ports (for control) and
DMA block transfers (for data).
A typical communication sessionbeginswith a i byte
message from the PC to its Port, requesting a line to some
other port. If the requested Port is not engaged, then the
line is openedand the PC‘s can communicatedirectly.
Both logically and electrically, the two PC‘s are in pointto-point communication. The Ports monitor, but do not
interfere with, the conversation to recognize the in-band
close command. The maximum aggregate bandwidth of a
cluster is half the number of switch Ports times the per
Port communication rate.
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In token passing and broadcast networks, each Port (or
network connector) must be able to function ‘at the maximum speed of the entire network. This requires leading-edge
technologies for those ports to provide speedsof 10 Mbits/s
or greater. ALAN, on the other hand, uses existing, reliable, and inexpensivetechnology (Intel 8749 microcontrollers and 8274 protocol chips)toprovide comparable
service. The Intel 8274 is rated at 1 Mbit/s (full-duplex)
and our prototypehas 16 ports; hence the prototype has an
8 Mbit/s aggregate bandwidth. By increasing the number
of Ports on the switch,ALAN’S bandwidthcan be increased without changingtechnologies.
‘
SOFTWARE
INTERFACE
One initial design decision was that we did not want to
rewrite PC-DOS to be able to support the Protocol Card.
We decided to interface ourhardware to PC-DOS 2.0
through a device driver that makes the Protocol Card look
like a virtual disk; the standard DOS “disk write” interface
is used to send parameters to the Protocol Card. Among
these parameters is the address of a buffer containing the
actual
command
being
issued
(e.g.,
“open,”
“send
message,” “receive message,” and “close”), together with
anycommand-dependentdatatobe
transferred to .the
Prototype Card. Information is returned to a PC application by transferring data (via DMA protocol) back into the
same buffer used to define the ProtocolCard command. In
other words, all operations are disk writes, with the write
buffer used for passing data in both directions.
An interesting alternative would be to moreclosely
emulate a virtual diskinterface. That is,opening a file
would map into opening a connection, writing a record
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would become sending a message, and so on. This alternative should provide a more natural programming paradigm,
but may lead to a more complicated application interface.
Application programs use a procedure-call interface to
the device diiver that hides the underlying virtual disk
implementation.’ The procedure ispassed a pointer to a
record containing an operation code, buffer segment, and
buffer offset. The procedure takes care of creating the
virtual file and perforiniiqg the virtual output. We have
used this interface from’ Pascal,
C, and Assembler.
.
.

I

CONCLUSION
The most significant advantages of ALAN derive from
our decision to limit its sge. The software advantage
obtained by reverting to poinbto-point protocols based on
a reaj circuit switch dramatically cut both p r o g r w n g
effort and complexity. The ‘star topology and distributed
controi have distinct advantages in reliability, av$lability,
and maintainability. Almost all errors in code or cabhng
are quickly isolated to‘a particular PC node, cable,‘ or
..
Switch Port.
The most important result of the ALAN experiment was
a renewed appreciation for the value and necessity of
questioning accepted tenets in light of changing technology. Any “conventional wisdom” is developed ih a particular context of cost and performance; when this environment changes, new (or old) solutions become’feasible.
When these new solutions are, in fact, optimal, the conventional wisdom must change. In our case, the conventional
wisdom advocated shared-media LAN’s with hierarchical
protocol incorporating eiror-detection/correction at each
layer. This wisdom arose in an environment where the
interface to the physical medium had to be built up from
discrete components, and often involved communication
over noisy telephone lines or costly dedicated cables. Our
design, in contrast,’ is based on: cheap, readily’ available
microprocessors and multiprotocol chips; noise-free.transmission over low-cost dedicated cable; and the.emergence
of, inexpensive intelligent workstations. Thus, for the cluster environment, ’wedeveloped a physical circuit-switch
network out of off-the-shelf components that is competitive
in cost and performance with current shared-media networks. ’
)
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